
Report on ICB’s Survey of the Fishers Island Community
re: the application of NYS Cannabis Law on Fishers Island, NY

Overview: In response to an open public hearing on the Town Boards’ intent to pass a Local
Law entitled, “A Local Law Opting out of Adult-Use Cannabis Retail Dispensaries and On-Site
Consumption Sites” opting-out of recently passed NYS law allowing for cannabis dispensaries
and on-site consumption sites state-wide beginning in 2022, ICB developed and distributed a
survey to better understand island sentiment on the issue.

Outcome: 144 people responded to the survey. As the overwhelming response was in favor of
the town’s position, the ICB took no further action.

Q1 I believe that cannabis dispensaries and adult on-site use sites should be allowed to exist on Fishers
Island.

I do. 48 (33%)
I don’t. 96 (67%)
Total 144 (100%)

Q2 I am eligible to vote in NYS elections and am registered to do so on Fishers Island, NY.

I am. 42 (29 %)
I am not. 102 (71 %)
Total 144 (100 %)

Process Recap:
Generally, ICB is happy with the number responding, though we would like to see a greater % of
eligible voters responding. The survey demonstrated that this method is effective at quickly
developing a position on island sentiment. We also generated good feedback from participants,
that will improve future efforts:

a. The timing of the survey could have been better.
b. A platform that doesn’t require a google email would increase participation.
c. An option to respond anonymously, especially for sensitive subjects, would be

appreciated.



Comments submitted in response to the survey:

● I believe open weed consumption would be against the community's best interests as we are

so small and there are so many young people around. There is no place in public that would

not be in their scrutiny. Big towns and cities can have them exactly because they are large and

it wouldn't be in everyone's face all the time like it would be on Fishers. It's hard enough raising

kids these days without the added negative influence of open drug consumption. Drinking

alcohol in public is pretty tightly controlled and I do not feel we need to add the specter of

open weed consumption. In the privacy of one's own home, sure, I have no problem with that.

But not in "town sponsored" spaces. And dispensaries? No way. The last thing we need is

outsiders riding the ferry to go to a dispensary. I have seen long lines of Connecticut people in

a Massachusetts town close to the Conn border, there just to buy weed. Tax revenue may go

up for the state, and probably Southold and Suffolk county, but I doubt any meaningful revenue

would actually end up in our coffers. Fishers is a unique place and does not need that kind of

traffic or notoriety. We would lose our privacy.

● First, this survey should have been anonymous, while I am not concerned having my name

associated with my response, several people have mentioned they are not comfortable with

this survey responses not being anonymous and won’t be filling it out. There are plenty of

inherent issues with the wave of legalization of cannabis. The most fundamental is the issue

that there is no field test to see if someone is driving under the influence. Additionally, those I

know who work with teen populations have noted that there has been a spike in use by those

who are not of legal (state level) age to use it due to the availability and that the pro-cannabis

groups promote it as a harmless. I live in a state where it is legal and there are many public

spaces where people smoke pot where they would not before it was legalized - I have no

interest in being passively exposed to pot (and am fine if you’d like to just do it in your home).

Finally, of note, it is still illegal under federal rules. There are instances where it is a useful tool,

specifically for medical use, but generally speaking it is would do nothing to add to our

community on Fishers.

● Cannabis, and access to it, should be legal anywhere and everywhere, and the Federal

Government should declassify it immediately. Local access for residents, especially those

needing medical marijuana, who may have physical and financial difficulty in traveling off

island, would greatly benefit from local dispensaries. I do not understand the thinking behind

those of the Town wanting to 'opt out'. Cigarettes and alcohol are sold on island, and those

have no health benefits at all. Cannabis is an unadulterated plant with many benefits and few, if

any, problematic issues. I would rather have an island population of mellow, happy potheads



than the obnoxious, sloppy, sometimes violent, alcoholics we have now. Especially when it

comes to them driving our roads.

● We moved to Mass, where cannibis dispensaries are everywhere, and passing them, one

perceives a distinct stink. If someone is looking to exploit the FI brand as a specialty, there

should be some sort of brand licensing that benefits the island as a whole. The island has

great natural resources and could be a good source for organic products. But the market for

cannibis is still unmeasured and the infrastructure a growing facility would require may not

amortize over the long haul.

● I see pros and cons. As I live off island near the CT/mass border, I see amount of economic

opportunity and the amount of people that travel great distances to get there. If Fishers were

to suddenly have a dispensary it would be the nearest place to get cannabis and people would

flock to the island and provide businesses with opportunity. But is that what the community

wants?

● Cannabis is a substance that is far safer than alcohol. I would much prefer to set members of

my community use cannabis (they already do) then almost any other substance aside from

maybe caffeine. The voters of New York have approved of cannabis use. The Fishers Island

community should respect the will of the voters.

● I am opposed to the legalized use of canabis for other than medical purposes on Fishers

Island. I have witnessed first hand the destructive effect that use, particularly in you people,

can have on the user's constructive impulses, ambition, and positive engagement in the world

around him or her.

● I am not by any stretch anti-drug or anti-cannibis, but Fishers has a complicated relationship to

Southold as we are relatively far from Long Island, so enforcing or regulating such an

enterprise would pose challenges that I don't think Fishers or Southold has the bandwidth to

deal with.

● Definitely for medicinal purposes. If a small amount is being used I don’t think there should be

a conviction Just don’t think that selling it here in Fishers is a good idea. Plenty of issues with

alcohol misuse and we don’t need another easy to abuse substance here.

● I think retail cannabis locations on Fishers Island are a bad idea because once established ,

nearby communities could make our Island subject to an unreasonable influx of people



coming to our Island for just one purpose . Our privacy could be decimated .

● While I support the legalization for the adult use of Cannabis I do not support cannabis

dispensaries on Fishers. I would like to see how it goes in other places before we jump in. We

can always bring them on later.

● Until the Federal government allows for the legal consumption of cannabis throughout the US,

the Fishers Island community should focus its priorities on matters of greater importance

including infrastructure.

● the honest answer is that people need this for medical reasons and I don't believe its fair the

they have to travel all the way to NY (white plains or otherwise) just to fill a prescription that

helps them.

● I would approve of the legal dispensation of cannabis if it were done through IHP and for

medicinal purposes; I would not approve of dispensaries that provided retail purchase for

recreational use.

● This is crazy! Please don’t bring dispensaries to Fishers. I am all for legalization, but Fishers is

always best served by not changing, and this is a change we don’t need. Not on Fishers!

● The use of cannabis on Fishers Island is already widespread. I prefer that it be controlled

properly and removed from black market status whereby Fishers Island can benefit generally.

● If the tax generates revenue for FI that would be great for the year round community and more

specifically for funding infrastructure needs like an overhaul of the water system.

● Cannabis use requires more research since there has been little of it because most medical

funding comes from the federal government which has not funded cannabis research.

● I have no objection to cannabis use on Fishers Island (or anywhere else), but do not believe

that having a dispensary on the island is necessary or desirable.

● I am a NY State resident but do not vote on Fishers. I am not a year rounder so there may be

contrary opinions by those who do live on Fishers year round.



● I am eligible to vote in some Fishers elections but not all. Most kids from my generation who

smoked a lot of pot did not have happy or productive lives.

● Legalizing and dispensing cannabis is another misguided public policy which will have long

term consequences for our society let alone Fishers Island

● Given the sensitive nature of this topic and the small community which it affects, this survey

should have the option to reply anonymously. Thanks.

● There already appears to be an existing drug problem on the Island that no one wants to

address. I feel this would only encourage more drug use.

● I think that the fact that you cannot get medical cannabis without going to NY state from

Fishers is another example of our inter-state issues.

● The legal distribution and consumption of cannabis on Fishers Island would have a positive

impact on the Island’s economic sustainability.

● What people do in their home is their business but I do not think that there should be allowed

any dispensaries on the island.

● Because of the large number of children on the island in the summer I am not sure if it would

be a good idea

● I am registered in NY State. My parents are full time/year round residents on Fishers Island

since 2010.

● If allowed, they should be owned/operated/run by a year round resident and not a seasonal

resident.

● Absolutely against Cannabis sale, dispensing and site for use. Fishers Island needs to opt out.

● Regulated cannabis use is no different than a bar license for alchohol. It should be allowed.

● I'm a bit conflicted in my answer but swayed a bit more to the "no" part of the answer.

● Not a great idea for an island where the focus is so much about young kids.

● I do not think there will be enough oversight of any dispensary on Fishers.

● Not necessary. If people want it, they can easily go to the mainland.

● I’m registered ny state voter just not registered to vote on FINY

● Please do NOT allow this business on Fishers Island



● It could be a good "homegrown" cottage industry.

● NY State resident - Westchester County

● No reason to have on Fishers Island.

● Isn’t that what the bunkers are for?

● Really bad idea on Fishers Island.

● I feel very strongly against this.

● I reside and vote in Connecticut.

● I agree with the Town’s position

● A terrible idea on many fronts

● Good for doing the survey

● Thank you for the survey

● #letsgetstoned :)


